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Rochester Institute of Technology
Abstract
B. Thomas Golisano College of Computing and Information Sciences
Department of Software Engineering
Master of Science in Software Engineering
Preserving the Spatial Information of Accessible UML Class Diagrams for the
Visually Impaired
by Silva Hekmat MATTI
One of the aspects that still needs to be fully accessible to persons with Visual
Impairments or Blindness is programming and software engineering as a profes-
sion. UML diagrams are still an area to be improved when it comes to accessibility:
How to make these diagrams more available? What kind of representation is more
proper and efficient? This exploratory research suggests a scheme to navigate UML
class diagram, with focus on presenting spatial information with related alternative
text. In this research we try to find whether the suggested methodology is helping
programmers and students with visual impairment in identifying and reading class
diagrams more efficiently, and if they can build a cognitive map of the diagram. For
testing and improving the suggested navigation scheme, we built a prototype and
designed a study. We found that the navigational scheme is helping to find different
connections and relations easily, but reaching a specific point with a jump or search
function is needed. Also the participant were able to build a cognitive map of the
class components.
This research is targeting a very specific user demography which includes per-
sons with visual impairment who want to pursue Software Engineering as a profes-
sion, or persons who would have some classes in programming.
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Introduction
1.1 Background
As computer and software are becoming part of everyday life, the need for more
software engineers and developers is growing day by day. Studying software en-
gineering and Software engineering as a profession should be completely open and
available to anyone who would want to enter this discipline.
The dependency on images and graphical content has increased gradually in
the computer and digital world. What used to be textual representation are being
transformed into any sort of graphical representation with spatial information. Such
graphic content are made available to people with visual impairments through dif-
ferent technologies and applications in computers and phones such as screen readers
and magnifiers with proper sonification. Images are also made accessible through
providing proper alternative text to the image. This should be created when creat-
ing the graphical content, which is not provided most of the time or it’s too general.
Also many laws and acts (Section508.gov) have been legislated to ensure that people
must have equal access to everything. And also specifications have been defined
and published to help make web content more accessible (WAI-ARIA).
Non-textual information can be provided for people with visual impairments
using verbal description or text. However this text might be not representative of
the image information, depending on the person who is providing this information.
Another way is tactile prints. This way would preserve the spatial information of
the image, however it would be costly, and only a very narrow subset of images
would be transferred to tactile image and only on demand; which means a very
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limited access to such information for people with visual impairment. Finding a way
that complements the previous one, with less costs and higher availability would be
helpful.
Such transformations from textual to graphical are made on different levels and
different ways. These transformations are made to imagine and understand systems
in a better way. UML Diagrams are an example of such graphical representations,
which are now a huge part of teaching programming for students and understand-
ing software systems. UML is a standard modeling language with a rich graphical
notation, and comprehensive set of diagrams and elements. An aspect that needs
to be made fully accessible for persons with visual impairment who want to pursue
profession in the Software and computer industry, or students with visual impair-
ment who would want to have a one programming class is UML. As can be seen this
dependency on visual contents is not only affecting people with visual impairment
and blind when using computers and new technology, but also those who want to
study or work in the computer related fields of study.
When creating UML diagrams, they are mostly saved and shared in an image
format. Generally research about UML diagrams can take two directions; the first
direction is how programmers or students with visual impairment could create a
UML diagram; the second path is how to make existing diagrams that they might
need or want to ‘read’ available for them. This research is mainly concerned with
the second one.
Until now, different surveys show there are no well-known and famous technolo-
gies among programmers or students with visual impairment that help them read
and create UML diagrams (Albusays and Ludi, 2016). Most of the previous research
done to make graphs accessible is concerned of how to create graphs or diagrams
that are accessible, which means that they will not have the access to the entire set of
information that is available to everyone else, but only to the specific graphs that are
made accessible. Other concerns are what level of detail is to be given and what kind
of representation is sufficient to make the diagram understandable by a programmer
or programming student with visual impairment.
For UML diagrams it’s not only about giving a meaningful textual description
but also how the UML information will be analyzed, represented and communicated
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in a way that factual and important information will not be lost; keeping in mind
that a programmer with visual impairment might not be working alone but with
a team of sighted people. Presenting the spatial positioning of the nodes might be
helpful for them and also it would help them analyze, communicate and discuss it
with sighted colleagues.
The focus of this research is to find the effect of keeping the spatial information
of class diagrams; through designing a methodology to navigate accessible UML
class diagrams for software engineering/programming students or engineers. We
are exploring the new technique of how to navigate the diagram. Diagrams can be
represented in different ways, such as a hierarchical structure (King et al., 2004) or
a connected network (in other words giving the exact spatial representation of the
diagram or an interpretation of it). If choosing the connected network diagram the
question would be how to search or visit the nodes. Here we suggest using keyboard
keys combination (arrow keys, but we keep in mind that keyboard functionality
changes when using screen readers) and numeric keys.
To test this technique a prototype has been built to test the suggested new method-
ology that is also presented in this research. To complement it, specific rules were
also designed for the alternative text that was used with the diagrams. The con-
nected network representation is given with a new technique, which helps users to
choose different paths when navigating the diagram. This prototype is tested in a
user study to find what strong points are in the design; and how the design could
be enhanced, taking suggestions from real possible users in the future. The study
tries to explore the satisfaction of the participant with suggested methodology, and
the understandability of the alternative text given, and whether the user can build a
cognitive map of the diagram.
Other points taken in consideration here are to solve the problem in a way that
it would be available for the programmer with visual impairment easily; finding
ways that will not need extra tools or hardware that is usually expensive. Also
trying to find and explore ways to make the solution available for different platforms
and compatible with different screen readers is an essential point. This research
is targeting a very specific user demography which includes persons with visual
impairment who want to pursue Software Engineering as a profession, or persons
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who would have some classes in programming.
1.1.1 Why Class Diagrams?
There are different types of UML diagrams; each presents different aspects of a sys-
tem and has different properties. Our final goal would be covering all diagrams. For
this research we used class diagrams. Class diagram was chosen as it is considered
the backbone for object-oriented design and the most used type of UML diagrams,
and it’s the most used diagram in programming and software engineering classes
(Müller, 2012). King in his research (King et al., 2004) supported four diagrams out
of 12 (then) and 14 now (OMG UML 2.5), and they chose the diagrams that they
considered the most useful ones; class diagrams was one of them.
1.1.2 Cognitive Maps
This term was first presented by Tolman in 1940s (Tolman, 1948), which can be
defined as mental construct which is used to understand and know the environ-
ment and which is used then to make spatial decisions (Kaplan, 1973). These maps
might be different from the actual environment. Using it a person can plan their
movements toward an unseen goal using the available knowledge (Papadopoulos,
Barouti, and Koustriava, 2016) (Péruch et al., 2006), so they need to build/form the
cognitive map to be able to perform their tasks that involve spatial information. The
process of cognitive mapping helps individuals to acquire, store, recall, and decode
information about the relative locations and attributes of the phenomena in their
everyday spatial environment (Downs and Stea, 1973).
However different terms have been used to convey similar or different ideas (Pa-
padopoulos, Barouti, and Koustriava, 2016) (Kitchin, 1994). There are other terms
that have been used in similar researches where the the concern of the researchers
is for people with blindness to build these "cognitive maps". Some of these terms
that are used are mental representation (Bardot, Serrano, and Jouffrais, 2016) (Ferres
et al., 2013), Mental image and mental model (Kamel and Landay, 2002) (Balik et al.,
2014) (Goncu et al., 2015), mental map (Kennel, 1996). The context and the work that
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have been done in all these applies that the use of all these terms was referring to
the same point. The term cognitive map will be used throughout the paper.
1.2 Motivation
As discussed in introduction, there is a need for making UML diagrams accessi-
ble; and there is a need to understand the best way the UML information will be
analyzed, represented and communicated in a way that factual and important in-
formation will not be lost. The main objective of this research is to find the effect
of keeping the spatial information of class diagrams, and its effect on programmers
with visual impairments and their ability to build a cognitive map of the diagram
using the provided information. And whether this cognitive map is helping them
to read the diagram in a better way. We are exploring the new technique of how
to navigate accessible UML class diagrams for software engineering/programming
students or engineers. Also we try to find what strong points are in the design; and
how the design could be enhanced, taking suggestions from real possible users in the
future. The study tries to explore the satisfaction of the participant with suggested
methodology, and the understandability of the alternative text given, and whether
the user can build a cognitive map of the diagram.
1.3 Research Questions
The study is designed to answer the following questions:
• RQ1: Is the user able to create a cognitive map of the diagram?
• RQ2: Is the user able to identify the different classes and relationships in the
diagram?
• RQ3: Is the information provided for each element (class or relation) enough?
• RQ4: Is it easy / efficient to navigate or navigate back to a specific point?
Gathering answers for these questions will help us make solid decisions and final-
ize the design, and test the effectiveness of the navigation methodology. An initial
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design for the navigation methodology and alternative text rules are made, and to
further explore the research questions, a prototype is built and tested with program-
mers with visual impairment.
1.4 Contributions of the Thesis
• We propose a novel navigation scheme that preserves the spatial information
of the diagram, and allows the user to choose different paths in navigation.
• A prototype to test the navigational scheme
• A user study with programmers with visual impairments, to identify points of
weaknesses and strengths and to suggest modifications.
1.5 Thesis Organization
This work is organized as follows: Chapter 2 explores related work in literature.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology, where the design of the navigation scheme
and alternative text rules is given; then Implementation of the prototype and its
choices and challenges are given. In chapter 4 the suggested methodology and pro-
totype are evaluated with a user study, the results are also given with discussion then
threats of validity are presented. Chapter 5 discusses future work and a conclusion.
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Literature Review
Related work includes research that has been conducted to make different types
of diagrams and graphs accessible, including UML diagrams. While the literature
doesn’t have a reach content, lots of tools that help with UML diagrams or even solu-
tions that could leveraged to make UML diagrams accessible. We decided to expand
the literature review to more topics that can be connected to our research, where we
can use and benefit from some experience or results from other researchers, even if
not directly related to UML diagrams. For example, even though we are concerned
with reading UML class diagrams, we discuss some insightful and helpful experi-
ences in creating UML diagrams or other kinds of diagrams and graph; mainly we
look into tools that used spatial representation. We also include in our literature
review experience done with other images like floor plans or eBooks. Generally, re-
search related to this one may include surveys, making diagram creation accessible
and presenting/reading diagrams.
2.1 Surveys
Some papers are centered around understanding the needs of programmers and stu-
dents with visual impairments, and to identify areas with difficulties for them. This
was of a great help for us to confirm what is used and what is available not only in
literature but also in practice for programmers or students with visual impairments.
Developers and programming students with visual impairment still face differ-
ent hardships and lack of tools to help them advance in this area; personal efforts
are done by many of them to fill the gap. Albusays tried to identify the challenges
that face developers with visual impairment by conducting a survey with 69 blind
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developers (Albusays and Ludi, 2016). Some of the difficulties were related to: de-
bugging, UML diagrams, code navigation, inaccessible IDEs, and working in teams.
These subjects are broad and different, a further investigation is needed to have a
better understanding of each problem. The two areas or problems relevant to this
work are problems with accessing or dealing with UML diagrams, and working in
teams with sighted people.
Also understanding the basic and essential material that is used by program-
mers is investigated, to give it priority in making it accessible. If UML diagrams are
made accessible what would be the diagram type to start with? A diagram that is
widely used and known and needed by most programmers. (Müller, 2012) presents
a survey with two blind students in two different universities to show what kind of
material they would be exposed in their programming classes. The results showed
the computer science lecture had 468 graphics and 120 UML diagrams, while a soft-
ware engineering class had 425 graphs and 313 UML diagrams, both showed that
the most used diagram was class diagram.
They also present a simple way of giving a textual presentation of the UML using
tables, even though no deep description and evaluation are given, but it shows that
the textual presentation was given with tactile prints, which shows both are needed
for the student.
2.2 Reading and Presenting Diagrams
Goncu (Goncu and Marriott, 2015) presents an app called Graviewer an app that can
be used on iPad to present accessible graphs and a web-based tool called GraAuthor.
Using voice over for reading iBooks will give an alternative textual description that
is associated with graphics which is limited. But the new idea is giving the ability
to a sighted person (even if not a trained transcriber) to make images/graphics ac-
cessible using audio feedback with no need to an expert and add them to the iBook
using GraAuther. This content can be accessed from the iBook by double tapping it,
where the user will be taken to GraViewer.
The same researchers (Goncu et al., 2015) presents Grafloor an online service that
takes floor plans and make them accessible automatically using sonified output and
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textual presentation and can be viewed using GraViewer. Also manual transcription
is available by integrating GraFloor with GraAuthor where GraFloor output can be
enhanced in GraAuthor. This research deals with three different problems: graphic
recognition, automatic transcription, presentation technologies.
This approach helps users build a mental model (cognitive map) using both
hands without relying on expensive tactile graphics, it also presents spatial and tex-
tual information. This paper is relevant as they are trying to preserve the spatial
presentation of the graph. However it has one main disadvantage, which is the de-
pendency on sighted people to create the accessible content. We take the successful
application of preserving the spatial information, while being aware of the difference
in the nature of UML diagrams and floor plans. Floor plans have a real physical spa-
tial information, UML class diagrams spatial information could change depending
on the creator even if same connections are maintained.
King (King et al., 2004) worked on taking the output of a UML design tool and
saving it as XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) and presenting it in an accessible way.
Some of the hardships that face researchers are: 1) different design tools and their in-
consistency. 2) The big amount of data in the diagrams. Also it’s discussed whether
spatial information should be given or not. They argue even though it might be
needed by a blind developer to communicate with other sighted colleagues, but the
effort to give this information is more complicated than needed. Their suggestion
is to work around this, and rather than giving the absolute information related to
spatial layout, they present what is being inferred from it.
Their suggested diagram representations include connected network where the
user moves from node to node using the joystick, the problem with this representa-
tion is if there is more than one node in one direction, this representation sparks
the idea of presenting the diagram as connected network that can be navigated
using keyboard combinations. Another approach is to present the diagram as an
internally-hyperlinked text only document. Lastly is an idea to present the diagram
in tactile tablet. They chose to represent the diagram in a hierarchical structure in a
tool called TeDub.
Kennel (Kennel, 1996) presents a diagram reader called AudioGraf that helps
presenting simple diagrams in tactile way. A description of the used attributes is
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given for frames, text and connections. AudioGraf can be used by both sighted
and blind people by having visual and auditory presentation. The blind person can
select what to hear using a touching panel. This method helps building a mental
map (cognitive map) for the diagram. Two levels are presented, counter where the
user specifically selects what to hear on the panel; Focus mode gives a square with
working point in center, AudioGraf will auditory display whatever is within the
range. Also two views are provided attribute and element views.
Two main points were taken in consideration, firstly the focus on not having
dependency on sighted people help, and the second is developing an approach that
depends on available hardware which is in this case a PC with soundcard and touch
panel. Also the idea of providing multiple options for the user would increase its
usability.
2.3 Creating Diagrams
Ishihara (Ishihara et al., 2006) proposed a method to create metadata to describe
different relationships between presentation objects. These relations include parent-
child relationship, a sibling’s relationship based on objects proximity. Arrows also
are detected with their source and target and related labels. An “adaptive interface”
called DocExplorer is introduced which is an alternative interface that is optimized
with screen readers. This interface presents the metadata in a tree view. Also in-
formation can be edited using text view and the changes are applied to the original
presentation. Other changes can also be applied such as adding new slides or chang-
ing slides design. This method is specifically used for presentations and slides, and
exploring different aspects rather than focusing on one, where they are introducing
methods for presenting metadata, an interface to read it and modify the presenta-
tion.
Kamel and Landay (Kamel and Landay, 2002) present a method and a drawing
tool that applies the method called IC2D. The method is based on dividing the screen
into smaller, navigable work space that consists of 3x3 grids. These nine cells are as-
signed numbers and are navigable using keypads. As an output the tool gives audio
feedback. A user study is conducted with 16 participants (sighted, partially blind
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and totally blind), the study showed the not sighted people were satisfied with the
navigation method and grid interface was intuitive. All participants were able to
complete the tasks. Also two long time users were able to draw more complicated
drawings. The grid and keyboard navigation method would be helpful with making
UML diagrams accessible; as a programmer is expected to be working with a com-
puter, switching to other devices to use UML diagrams would be time consuming.
Having a fixed grid as this method might be restricting especially for large UML
diagrams, Which is a notable difference with our approach.
Balik et. al. (Balik et al., 2013) built a tool (application) for windows platform
called GSK to make graph sketching in STEM accessible to blind students and pro-
fessionals. The tool is able to create, edit and share graphs. The mechanism used
is based on grids and navigation using keyboard. The functionality in the tool is
designed in a way that makes using it easy for both blind and sighted people. This
is done by providing functionality and navigation using a point-and-click interface
which is usually used by sighted people, and keyboard navigation using arrows
mainly and having programmatic focus for blind people. Moving between the nodes
and the edges will move the visual focus at the same time the name of that compo-
nent is announced by the screen reader. Another feature that helps this communi-
cation between blind and sighted users is keeping the spatial layout of the graph
using grid layout. Obviously a main difference from our research is the fact that this
is used for creating graphs and not reading them.
The tool was tested with one user who is also a coauthor of the paper to cre-
ate and communicate different diagrams such as Graph theory, NP-Completeness
Proofs and Automata. A study was held (Balik et al., 2014) with ten participants
including the co-author, with different expertise and an age range 14-30. The study
had different tasks using GSK, and excel was used as a control. The study had three
parts, Graph examination study, Graph navigation study and Graph creation study;
each part was followed by few questions. Generally all the participants were able to
finish their tasks with varied timings and with overall accuracy rate of 99.3%. After
conducting the study with the first eight participants, some changes were made and
tested with the last two.
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PlantUML (PlantUML) is a tool that creates diagrams from a simple textual lan-
guage. Creating diagrams in this case is more like programming, which would make
creating diagrams more like "writing" diagrams. PlantUML is open source, which
means its available to everyone. It supports 10 different diagrams, and can be in-
tegrated with IDEs. The way PlantUML works and its availability makes it a great
option or creating UML diagrams for programmers with visual impairment.
13
Chapter 3
Methodology
Presenting a diagram for programmers with visual impairment could be done us-
ing tactile prints, however this would only mean that these diagrams would not be
available momently to them and it will cost a lot to print each diagram just to be
checked. On a regular bases, a programmer might want to check multiple exam-
ples of different diagrams that might be available online for the sake of a homework
or a quick design decision; An option that is not accessible by those programmers
or students (Albusays and Ludi, 2016). In this section, we present our suggested
navigation methodology, alternative text rules and how these suggestions were im-
plemented in a prototype.
3.1 Design
The design includes two main sections. The first section is concerned with designing
a scheme for navigating a class diagram, while keeping the spatial information. The
second part discusses the given alternative text that will be associated with each
element of the diagram.
3.1.1 Navigation Scheme Design
Preserving the spatial information of a diagram is helpful and intuitive (Goncu et
al., 2015) (Goncu and Marriott, 2015) (Kamel and Landay, 2002), it might be helpful
for persons with visual impairment and would help building the cognitive map of
the diagram (King et al., 2004). Diagrams can be represented in different ways, such
as internally-hyperlinked text only document, hierarchal structure and connected
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network (King et al., 2004). Kamel presents a drawing tool (Kamel and Landay,
2002) that is based on dividing the screen to nine cells (3*3 grid) and is navigable by
keypad.
The fixed grid given by Kamel might be restricting especially for large UML di-
agrams. The grid and keyboard navigation method would be helpful with making
UML diagrams accessible; as a programmer is expected to be working with a com-
puter, switching to other devices to use UMLs would be time consuming. However
a different approach could be given in Class diagram case. Having more grid cells
would mean having less information in each one, which is a better accessible design
option. The class diagram would be divided into components for each cell, where
each component would be either a class or a relation. In order to make unrelated
classes not navigable, an empty unnavigable cell would be placed wherever needed
as shown in Figure 3.1. Relations are placed in separate cells as they already contain
lots of information such as multiplicity values or different notations.
Touch screens could be used (Goncu et al., 2015) (Goncu and Marriott, 2015) in
approaches that make other kind of diagrams such as maps accessible, while pre-
serving the spatial information of these diagrams. We preferred here using key-
board; as this would be the natural environment of a programmer and using the
keyboard would be a norm for them. The diagram components would be fully ac-
cessible by keyboard. The user can enter the diagram using tab key. First he would
be landed on the left top corner of the diagram, if empty then the closest one to it.
Starting from this point the user would be able to use keyboard arrow keys for nav-
igating different cells of the diagram. While navigating through the diagram Focus
mode is on (the selected cell will be highlighted), to help people who might have dif-
ferent levels of visual impairment locate the component if needed, or communicate
the material with sighted colleagues if needed.
In the case of reaching a dead point a proper message will pop up indicating that.
The pop up message is a temporary solution as sonification is not being studied in
this research; however in a complete product sonification would be preferred. Pop
up messages will also appear when there are two navigation paths in one direction.
The user will be asked to choose a path to continue navigating. This will be done by
choosing one of the available options hitting numeric keys in the keyboard.
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As the screen reader will be on for a person with visual impairment, alternative
text for each element will be read and the user can also use different shortcuts to
read the content word by word when needed.
3.1.2 Alternative Text Rules
The notation of UML class diagram is efficient and meaningful for any person who
had a basic object oriented programming class. For this reason the alternative text
presented for each element uses class diagram notation directly without any further
explanations or derivations. The alternative text is designed based on information
from (IBM UML basics: The class diagram) and (UML-Diagrams | UML Multiplicity
and Collections - defining and using multiplicity and collections in UML - lower and upper
bounds, cardinality, order, unique.) as following.
Each node (Cell) will contain detailed description about the class or the relation
that would be read by the screen reader. If the user wants to slowly listen to informa-
tion in a cell, he would be able to do it word by word or whatever way suitable for
them. Specific rules are made to have template that would be followed for elements,
and as following:
• Each element starts with the word CLASS or RELATIONSHIP, followed by
class name for class and relationship type for relations. This will help the user
to know the type of element and what it is quickly, and quickly pass it if it is
not what the user wants when searching for specific things.
• For each relation the following sections exist:
RELATIONSHIP TYPE: “type”.
Two related classes with details.
• Template
RELATIONSHIP TYPE: “type”.
FIRST END: CLASS “class”, ROLE NAME: “role”, MULTIPLICITY VALUE:
“MV”.
SECOND END: CLASS “class”, ROLE NAME: “role”, MULTIPLICITY VALUE:
“MV”.
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If inheritance relationship it will have:
Superclass: "class".
Child class: "class".
• Example: a relation from Figure 3.1:
Relationship Type: Inheritance.
Superclass: User.
Child class: Administrator.
• For each class the following sections exist:
CLASS "Name".
Class attribute list: with the format
attribute name : attribute type
Class operations list: with the format
name (parameter list) : type of value returned.
• Template
CLASS, “name”.
ATTRIBUTE LIST:
“attribute name”: “attribute type”.
OPERATIONS LIST:
“name (parameter list)”: “type of value returned”.
• Example from Figure 3.1:
Class, User.
attribute list:
User id : string.
Password : string.
Login status : string.
operations list:
Verifying Login() : bool.
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FIGURE 3.1: UML class diagram (Lucidchart | Class Diagram for Online
Shopping System (UML)) placed as is in the navigation grid, unnavi-
gable cells are marked with red circles.
3.2 Implementation
3.2.1 Implementation Choices and Challenges
The prototype is built to test the suggested methodology using HTML, CSS and
JavaScript. No automatic graphic or text recognition is made. The reasons for choos-
ing HTML is for future purposes, as the intention of researchers is to make the prod-
uct web based; which means testing the methodology with HTML made more sense.
Also for easiness of implementation as this work is an evaluation prototype. How-
ever problems were faced due to the nature of HTML.
DOM (Data Object Model) of HTML is a standard that defines how to deal with
HTML elements, including access, get, change, add, and delete operations on any
element. Usually, when loading web pages a DOM of the page will be created as a
tree of objects. Dynamic HTML can be created using JavaScript.
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For HTML tables that are used as a grid for the diagram in this prototype, DOM
affects how navigation using keyboard would be in the table cells. As can be seen
in Figure 3.2, after entering a table body, navigation is possible from one row to
the other. In other words you can navigate/move cells horizontally, and to go to
any cell in the next row, you have to start at the beginning of the next row; which
means moving through the cells is sequential and the end of a row would lead to the
beginning of the next one.
FIGURE 3.2: HTML table DOM object tree.
Other problems also appeared, related to dis-figuration of the table rows and
columns. This was due to merging some cells that was needed to imitate the original
class diagram to save the spatial information of it; this can be seen in Figure 3.3. A
special script was written to show a row and column that a cell belongs to, when
hovering over it with mouse.
FIGURE 3.3: HTML disordered table due to changes, shown by a
script that indicates row and column that a cell belongs to.
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3.2.2 Navigation Algorithm
An algorithm and script for decision making in a cell was developed to overcome
the default HTML DOM and the disfiguration of table, also to insert and control
table endings. The user in this case would be able to navigate the diagram elements
as proposed, using Keyboard arrow keys and using numerical keys when choosing
between different paths. The script follows the flowchart presented in Figure 3.4.
When the user enters the table (diagram), Focus mode is invoked automatically;
using the tab key the user can enter or exit the diagram. When entering the diagram
the script will completely takeover and the user can navigate as planned, visiting
different connected elements and listening to alternative text connected to each ele-
ment.
The same reasoning is used when moving in any direction. After clicking an
arrow key, the script will check if this is the end of the grid, and will give a proper
message when needed. If the current cell in the grid is not in the margin of the table
on that specific direction, then the number of triggered cells will be checked. If there
is only one cell in that direction then it will check the focus-ability of the cell; as we
mentioned before there might be unfocusable cells in the middle of the diagram, to
stop navigation between unrelated elements. In this case a proper message will also
appear. If the next cell is focusable then focus will move to that cell and the user can
repeat the process.
When having more than one element in the targeted direction; if only one is
focusable, then focus will automatically move to that cell. If there are more focusable
elements in one direction, and that is triggered, the user will be asked to choose one
path by hitting keyboard numeric keys. According to that selection, focus will move
to the next element, and the process can be repeated.
3.2.3 Technologies Used
While developing the prototype, the main browser used to test the prototype was
Google Chrome and the used screen reader was NVDA for windows. NVDA was
used as it is free thus more available to be tested. While Internet Explorer IE and
Firefox are more popular browsers among screen reader users (Which web browsers
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are most accessible? | DO-IT), we decided to go with chrome for many reasons. First,
Chrome is most popular web browser (Browser Statistics); this trend has been contin-
uous for years which as we see that this would mean more support would be given
to this web browser. Chrome also has increasing support for accessibility and also
have a good support with developer tools and extensions. Secondly, during imple-
mentation and test Chrome was more responsive to accessible guidelines and code.
When using these specific technologies arrow keys alone were used for navigation
and numeric keys for choosing paths, also focus mode would be invoked automat-
ically in the diagram. The prototype was also tested and altered to be testable with
other technologies, to make sure all participants can test in a familiar environment.
Mac and VoiceOver worked as intended exactly. When using JAWS, the user would
have to press insert+z to enter focus mode each time the page is reloaded.
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FIGURE 3.4: Flow chart describing the decision making process for
cell navigation.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation
To evaluate the suggested navigation scheme, the built prototype had to be tested
with participants who represent real intended group of users. A user study was con-
ducted for this reason. In this chapter we present the user study design and details.
Then we present the results that we got, and discuss them in the light of our re-
search questions, and what enhancements can be suggested to the given navigation
scheme. In the end we discuss threats of validity to this study.
4.1 User Study
The user study mainly tested the navigational functionality of a class diagram us-
ing keyboard with a focus on multiple path choices for programmers and students
with visual impairment. This was intended to help to understand whether the pro-
posed diagram representation is helpful to build a cognitive map for it, and discover
the different elements in the diagram and the connections between them. This user
study can be considered an exploratory study.
The user study was mainly designed to be a remote evaluation of the product.
As the study targets very specific demography, there would be a hardship in finding
enough participants locally (Petrie et al., 2006), or participants who fit the criteria
needed for the specific study. While such potential participants could be found in
different places; traveling to them would be an option that will be expensive. Re-
cruiting blindfolded participants (Yoshida et al., 2011) was not an option, also we
noticed during the pilot tests that the blindfolded person is handling the situation
from a sighted person point of view and it was giving unrepresentative results. For
the user study that was done with the prototype, a remote study was conducted.
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However remote studies have shown their success in many previous studies if cor-
rect tools and measurements are used.
4.1.1 Participants
For testing the prototype three participants that fit the inclusion criteria were re-
cruited. The participants were found through a special mailing list through sending
a recruiting email. Participants were screened based on their knowledge and famil-
iarity with object oriented design and UML class diagrams. Two more participants
were fit to participate in the study, after filling the background questionnaire. One
of them couldn’t participate later, and the other participant’s session was canceled
due to different connection reason; both participants background questionnaire in-
formation were taken in consideration for the results.
Some of the general conditions were the participant age, no participant less than
18 years old was accepted; according to IRB conditions, persons less than 18 would
need more caution and different arrangements. The three participants’ age range
was 25 to 31. While the participants with different visual impairment degrees would
have been included, the three participants were all totally blind as they identified.
Meanwhile one of the two canceled study participants was totally blind and the
other had a low vision with screen reader usage. All participants were males.
As inclusion criteria, the participant must have had at least one object oriented
course. This was a crucial point, so the participant would have understanding of
what he/she is exploring. All had degrees in Computer science. One had 1 to 5
years’ experience and the other two had 6 to 10 years. The two participants who
couldn’t take place in the study both had experience more than 10 years with pro-
gramming. Results give an experienced programmer point of view according to the
previous information. Having students as participants might give slightly different
results. It was expected by the researcher that experienced programmers might have
not used UML class diagrams for a while, hence forgetting details about it; however
all participants answered positively to using class diagrams and showed no lack of
remembering class diagrams.
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4.1.2 Study Environment and Setup
The evaluation was conducted in users’ normal environment and their own ma-
chine, to have a natural set since they have familiarity with their own system; this
helped us see the user in their context (Rubin and Chisnell, 2008). For later analy-
sis, the session included recording participants’ screen and voice information while
conducting the study. This would help analyzing the recorded material and having
a better understanding of how they navigate the diagrams. The recording was done
in the evaluator machine, while the user sharing their screen with them using Skype
call. Skype calls have an option of sharing screen. Recording the study was done in
this way for convenience, so the user will not have to install multiple programs on
their machine. The study was a synchronize study which means the evaluator led
the study and was available to help the user with minimal intervention (Petrie et al.,
2006). The Study took less than one hour for each participant.
4.1.3 Study Instruments
Prior to the session by few days a questionnaire (Appendix C) was shared with the
participants to collect different information including:
• Their age (as mentioned in the previous section for inclusion criteria).
• Basic programming experience and familiarity with object oriented design and
class diagrams. (This was also used as inclusion criteria).
• Tools they use when dealing with UML or UML class diagrams. (This infor-
mation was used to have a better knowledge about the way the participants
deal with UML class diagrams).
• Their computer environment (operating system, browsers and assistive tech-
nology). (This information was needed to check what technology the partici-
pants use).
• Informed consent.
The informed consent was combined with the questionnaire for ease of use and
to limit number of emails sent back and forth. Any user who would not fit in the
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study criteria was not going to get to the step of signing the informed consent;
Qualtrics (Qualtrics) a survey software gives the option of having different paths
according to chosen answers.
After the end of the study the participant was given a post study questionnaire
(Appendix D). The post study questionnaire contained Likert scale questions and
open ended questions.
Qualitative data was collected in a semi-structured debriefing session. Also com-
ments from the participants were taken during the sessions or after performing
tasks, this was done to allow the participant to convey his comment in the best way
while he still can remember the details of his experience. The debriefing session
comments and the answers that were taken from the open ended questions in the
Post study Questionnaire after the user has finished and got an overall experience.
Quantitative data was collected during the sessions. The data that was collected
included:
• Number of tasks completed correctly including the tasks with given assistance.
• Number of tasks completed correctly without assistance.
• Time required to finish a task
These performance measurements are collected according to specific rules. We
tracked number of tasks completed successfully with assistance and without it, with
no specific time benchmark expected. To be consistent, assistance was given to par-
ticipant only when they report their final answer to the task with missing or wrong
information. Also verbal or questions related to the task wording itself were not
considered assistance. The type of assistance given was to tell them to look more as
the answer is not complete (Rubin and Chisnell, 2008). For task completion time also
we have had an operational definition which gives the procedural details of how this
measure is calculated. The start time was calculated with the end of reading the task,
the timing ends when the participant started answering with the right information.
The timing would be stopped only if technical issues occurred.
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4.1.4 Study Procedure and Tasks
The Study consisted of 4 sessions, two training sessions, one main session which
included navigating a class diagram as designed to maintain the spatial information,
and a fourth session which included navigating a textual representation of another
UML class diagram. The last part was added to the study to have a comparative
result for some aspects that are being tested. Below is the general session outline:
• Pre-test arrangements:
– Fill out background questionnaire.
– Review and sign non-disclosure and recording permission.
• Configurations and recording system:
– Send study material to participant.
– Call using Skype.
– Sign non-disclosure and recording permission, if not done earlier for any
reason.
– Connect to participants screen using Skype’s screen share.
– Start recording using Camtasia Studio Recorder.
• Introduction to the sessions:
– Start reading the orientation script.
– Discuss participants experience regarding UML diagram (depending on
their answers on the background questionnaire).
• Training sessions:
– Navigate through the first diagram (Training).
– Navigate through the second diagram (Training).
– Discuss with the user if they understand how to use the proposed system.
• Main Session
– Part A: Navigate through the diagram using tasks.
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– Part B: Navigate the textual representation diagram using revised tasks.
• Debrief session. Ask Questions to collect preference data and qualitative data
• Post study questionnaire
Training Sessions
A fixed narration/orientation script was used with the training sessions to ensure
that same instructions and information were given to everyone who participated in
the study. First session was a straight forward small diagram, where a user can move
horizontally only as shown in Figure 4.1. In this training session, the participant is
introduced to basic concepts in the navigation schema, such as what keys to use,
what information to expect and what would happen if he reaches a dead end. The
second session had more complicated diagram, hence information as can be seen in
Figure 4.2. Here the concept of different paths was introduced, and how to deal with
it by choosing which path to go through and what keyboard keys are needed. The
moderator didn’t end these sessions until making sure the participants are familiar
with the introduced navigation scheme.
FIGURE 4.1: First Training Session Diagram (IBM UML basics: The
class diagram), It can be seen that Focus is on Flight.
Main Session: Spatial Info Diagram
The main session included a bigger and more detailed Class Diagram as shown in
Figure 3.1. This session included asking the participants to do these five tasks:
• T1: Find class with the name “orders”, describe what it contains.
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FIGURE 4.2: Second Training Session Diagram (IBM UML basics: The
class diagram), It can be seen that Focus is on the inheritance relation.
Success criteria: Finding the class with name "orders", and describing its con-
tents.
Research Question mapping: RQ3, RQ4.
• T2: Find the classes that are related (connected) to class “orders”, give their
number and names.
Success criteria: Finding all classes that are in a direct relation with class "or-
ders", and identify them. This result will be compared with the textual repre-
sentation diagram.
Research Question mapping: RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3.
• T3: How many classes are there in the diagram?
Success criteria: Give the accurate number of classes in the diagram.
Research Question mapping: RQ1.
• T4: Does the diagram contain any inheritance relationship? If it exists, which
classes are related with this relation?
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Success criteria: Find the inheritance relationship, Identify the classes that are
related with this relation. This result will be compared with the textual repre-
sentation diagram.
Research Question mapping: RQ1, RQ3.
• T5: What is the spatial position of the administrator class?
Success criteria: Identify the spatial position of the "administrator" class.
Research Question mapping: RQ1, RQ4.
Main Session: Textual Info Diagram
In order to have a better understanding of the time and accuracy that are measured,
a textual representation of another diagram is tested as the fourth and last session.
The same elements description (alternative text rules) is used in this representation,
arranged as a one dimensional list, which means no spatial representation is given.
A comparison between the two results is then analyzed. The following three tasks
were given to the participants:
• T1: Find class with the name “Customer”, describe what it contains.
• T2: Find the classes that are related (connected) to class “Customer”, give their
number and names.
• T4: does the diagram contain any inheritance relationship? If it exists, which
classes are related with this relation?
Task three was eliminated as the textual representation was given as a list, which
means knowing the number of classes will only need moving down and counting
classes. The fifth task was also eliminated as spatial information is not given here.
To eliminate the effect of different factors that might lead to incomparable results,
the two diagrams were chosen carefully, both diagrams have seven classes and both
have inheritance relationship. The diagram for this session is shown in Figure 4.3.
The participant was also allowed to give any comments, notes and feedback dur-
ing the sessions, instead of waiting until the end; this was done to take input from
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FIGURE 4.3: Main Training Session Diagram, Textual Representation
(Lucidchart | Class Diagram Tutorial).
them as much as possible when the idea is fresh in their mind. Also the testing ses-
sion was concluded with a debriefing and a post study questionnaire that contained
a likert scale and free-response and open ended questions.
4.2 Results and Discussion
The results of this study can be divided into three categories: background question-
naire, user study session and post-study questionnaire.
4.2.1 Background Questionnaire
As mentioned previously, five participants filled the background questionnaire with
the intention of participating in the study. Even though all the five met the partici-
pation criteria but only three were able to participate. Getting data from the back-
ground questionnaire, two main questions were asked that were not used for screen-
ing. These two questions were asked to see the participants’ background regarding
dealing with UML class diagrams.
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The first one was “How do you create UML diagrams”. One participant an-
swered PlantUML (PlantUML), and another mentioned that he know he can use
PlantUML, but never had to do so. The other solution was using text, one men-
tioned text document, words and wiki sticks, and the other mentioned using text-
based program outlines for program design purposes. While searching for different
related research in this area, we found PlantUML which seems like a project that
could help with our future work.
The other question that was asked was “How do you read existing UML class
diagrams?”. Most answered that they don’t read UML diagrams. One participant
mentioned PlantUML script or a coworker; when asked how PlantUML is used for
reading diagrams despite being a tool for creating diagrams, he answered "Ask peo-
ple to Write down the script with description of the diagram, and then have it in
a Java file." . Another one added that “the accessible drawing tools for blind did
not seem compatible with UML formats”. These answers were not surprising as
Albusays (Albusays and Ludi, 2016) mentioned such hardships for programmers
when it comes to UML diagrams generally.
4.2.2 Study Sessions
In this section we present the results of the study sessions. In these results per-
centages will not be given as the number of participants is too small, and having
percentages will not give a clear image of the data. While a two sample t-test would
be helpful to calculate the statistical significance of the two different sample of re-
sults (spatial vs. textual), due to the small sample size the results will not be helpful
in all cases; we decide to analyze the data and find trends with it. The results and
comments we had from the participants were insightful and helped us derive some
general trends and modifications to the suggested navigation scheme that can be
made to the original design.
Below we will be presenting the results before analysis and relating it to our
research questions. For T1, T2 and T4 we will present the results of both diagrams,
spatial navigation and textual representation together. No benchmarks were used as
the comparison with the textual representation was made.
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TABLE 4.1: Study Sessions Results.
Main Session Tasks Mean comple-
tion time in
minutes
Participants
completed the
Task without
assistance
Participants
completed
the Task with
assistance
With
spatial
information
T1 1:25 3/3 3/3
T2 3:25 2/3 3/3
T3 1:52.33 3/3 3/3
T4 0:12 3/3 3/3
T5 0:19 3/3 3/3
With
textual
information
T1 0:14 2/3 3/3
T2 3:38.33 1/3 1/3
T4 00:59.67 2/3 2/3
As can be seen in Table 4.1, all participants were able to complete T1 (T refers to
Task) for both navigation and textual representation diagrams. In the textual rep-
resentation one of the participants used search and hence it was considered as an
assistance. Less time was needed for the textual representation as it is straightfor-
ward and only requires moving down the list to find the required class.
For T2 both approaches took lots of time with an average of 3:25 minutes for
spatial representation and 3:38 for textual information. In spatial representation, all
participants were able to complete the task successfully with one of them getting
assistance. We should also mention that another participant was assisted in this
task; the participant knew that class order had two other classes related to it from the
right, but he thought both relations are giving same information. As this assistance
was not related to spatial recognition but to textual rules, we didn’t consider this as a
task completion with assistance; but we will mention and discuss this in evaluating
the textual description rules.
In the textual representation one participant was not able to answer correctly
even after getting assistance, and another got assistance before giving the full correct
answer. Both were told that they are still missing some information after informing
the observer that they are done with the task. One of them was still missing one
connected class in the end, even with the use of search function for the required
class name. The reason why the moderator didn’t ask the participant to not use
the search option was if a regular list could be searched, and a regular user would
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use it then the scenario should remain realistic. “Textual diagram was handled well
because of the find function”, this was the participant’s comment even though he
knew he is still missing one related class; which indicates the participant need for
the luxury of having this function whenever needed.
For the third task, all participants completed the task in spatial representation di-
agram without any problems; they spent some time even after knowing the number
to make sure they have found all the classes. This is why it took them an average of
1:52 minutes to finish the task.
The fourth task was asking the participants about the inheritance relationship
and what are the classes that are related with this relation if it does exist. In the
spatial representation diagram, all participants recalled having it in the diagram as
soon as they were asked with one of them giving the complete correct answer di-
rectly; the other two re-navigated the diagram to make sure of the information and
classes names. The average time to complete this task in this representation was
0:12. In the textual representation, only two participants completed the task. The
third one found the information but misunderstood it. He mentioned "Account is
parent of checking, and checking is parent of savings". This couldn’t be related to
the alternative test rules, as same rules are used in both diagrams.
Task five was also completed successfully, with almost no time needed to answer.
In the end the participants seemed really familiar with the diagram, remembering
where to find things and re-navigating to the answer spot only to recall the exact
names and information as they expressed and as noticed by the moderator.
For the alternative description rules that were included for each element, it looked
very intuitive and self-exploratory. Two notes were made from observing the par-
ticipants and from their own comments that can help in making enhancements. The
first note was the use of the word “operations”, while this word was used in both
resources that were used to extract these rules; both participants had problems with
it. Both of them mistook it for relation, and the moderator had to make that clear.
The second note was related to relationships. While the rule makes it easy to know
the type of relation, the user will have to wait till the end to know what the other
end of the relation is. An optimization of the text could be done. An example could
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be instead of saying “multiplicity value “and giving the value, the value could di-
rectly be given. This might not be clear for beginners, but an option of optimized
alternative text could be given.
RQ1: Is the user able to create a cognitive map of the diagram?
Here we will be discussing the results from T2, T3, T4, and T5. In this research
question we try to find if the participants were able to use the spatial information to
create a cognitive map of the diagram, and whether this helped them in their tasks.
In T2 we will discuss and compare the results of both spatial and textual dia-
grams (find classes related to order "in spatial diagram" and customer "in textual
diagram"). We can notice from Table 4.1 two main points. First the average time
difference in the two representations is not big with spatial being 3:25 minutes and
textual being 3:38 minutes. Secondly, the mere information is not enough, since
two participants in textual diagram couldn’t give a correct answer even after being
told that they are missing information. Which indicates that diagram with spatial
information was better in this case. In diagram with spatial information, partici-
pants/user need to search in a very specific area to find related classes, however in a
list like design this information might be scattered and the user would have to search
the entire list and listen to all information to find related classes. We mention again
that one participant used search function and was still not able to find the correct
answer in textual representation diagram.
For T3 which is a task in diagram with spatial information only (how many
classes are there in the diagram). All participants were able to find all the classes
in the diagram without any assistant. The average time needed to complete this task
was 1:25 minutes (min 0:13 and max 3:16). As we will discuss in RQ3 results, this
task was not included in the textual representation as it would be a matter of going
down the list and counting the classes. The Goal of the task was to determine the
ability of participants to navigate the diagram and find all classes.
T4 task came after T3, where the participants at this point have traversed the en-
tire diagram. It seemed that participants had built a cognitive map by now. It took
them an average of 0.12 only to recall the exact information and all of them remem-
bered the existence of inheritance relationship. One participant gave an accurate
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answer with 0:0 time. On the other hand the average time for this task in the textual
representation was 00:59.67 minutes; which is higher than the spatial representa-
tion. One participant found the relation and the related classes but misunderstood
it. He mentioned "Account is parent of checking, and checking is parent of savings".
This couldn’t be related to the alternative test rules, as same rules are used in both
diagrams as we mentioned before.
Finally T5, which is a direct question about the spatial information (what is the
spatial information of administrator class), all participants were able to complete the
task without assistance and with an average time of 0:19 seconds.
Discussing all the tasks, we conclude that not only the spatial information is
helping the users build a cognitive map, but also this is helping them in identifying
different relations in a better and clearer way unlike a diagram with non-spatial
information.
RQ2: Is the user able to identify the different classes and relationships in the
diagram?
We found that answer to this research question can be found in RQ1 and RQ3.
RQ3: Is the information provided for each element (class or relation) enough?
Here we will be discussing the results from T1, T2 and T4, however we will be fo-
cusing on whether the alternative text was helpful or not to complete the tasks; we
will also present and discuss any comments the participants had regarding it.
From T1 "finding class orders and describing its contents", the participants were
able to identify it as soon as they reached it, which means that the important needed
information was placed first (Walker et al., 2013). Further information was listed
after and the participants were able to understand it well. One word was not quite
clear which is "operations", where two participants wanted to confirm the meaning
of it; it was mistaken for classes or relations. The reason behind it might be the
familiarity of people with other terms such as "functions" and "methods". This word
was chosen as it is more generic and not related to a specific language (IBM UML
basics: The class diagram), but can be changed to go with what word is more trendy
among programmers.
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For T4 (does the diagram contain any inheritance relation...), same as T1 it showed
us that participants were able to recognize classes from relations, and the type of
relations. One participant stated also the other type of relation that was in the dia-
gram, which is composition without being asked. However One participant during
T2 (Find the classes that are related to class orders), couldn’t recognize that orders
class has two classes connected to it from the right, even though he was aware that
there are two paths (Figure 3.1). This mistake happened as the two relations were
the same and only the class name from the second end was different. Except for in-
heritance which the relationship type is followed by related classes, other relations
might contain lots of unwanted information. An extra line could be added as fol-
lowing:
RELATIONSHIP TYPE: “type”.
[BETWEEN "class" and "class"] or [FROM "class" to "class"]
FIRST END: CLASS “class”, ROLE NAME: “role”, MULTIPLICITY VALUE: “MV”.
SECOND END: CLASS “”, ROLE NAME: “role”, MULTIPLICITY VALUE: “MV”.
If inheritance relationship it will have:
Superclass: "class".
Child class: "class".
Other than that, one participant commented "the info of each element is quite
long, so you can’t remember it if you hear it in one piece". However having the
relations alone was a decision to handle the amount of information a relation might
have. Further optimization might lead to loss of information.
RQ4: Is it easy / efficient to navigate or navigate back to a specific point?
Here we will be discussing results from T1, and T5. Here we will not discuss these
tasks in the light of cognitive map and recalling the spatial information, but the effi-
ciency of moving in the diagram. We take in consideration T1 (finding class orders
and describing its contents), which includes navigating the map before construct-
ing the cognitive map; and T5 (what is the spatial position of "administrator class),
which is navigating back to a place that was visited before at least once.
As we mentioned before in reporting the results, performing T1 needed less time
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in the textual diagram (average of 0:14 minutes for textual and average of 1:25 min-
utes for spatial), which was expected. While we didn’t have a bench mark here,
this time is expected to increase as the diagram increases. For T5, The average time
to complete the task decreased by more than one minute. One of the participants
didn’t actually need to navigate back to answer the task, even without it the time to
navigate to that specific point has decreased by a good amount of time.
As this was a prototype to study the effect of spatial information, we found that
the user can use it to navigate to specific wanted points in big diagrams (7 classes
in this specific case). However, sequential access to classes might not always be
efficient when targeting specific points in the diagram or when finding the general
structure in the diagram. In a working project, this design can be mixed with a class
list (maybe hierarchical), something like a left panel that would give information
such as the number of classes in the diagram that can be collapsed to be 2D (spatial)
for more details. Some of the comments regarding this point were "If the table is very
big, the last thing you want is to traverse the whole diagram" and "If you represent
something it is better to have it in Layers, somewhere where you have basic object
(some kind of Summary)".
4.2.3 Post-study Questionnaire
Likert scale was used to collect some information as can be seen in Table 4.2, one
user strongly agreed with all the statements while the other one gave more neutral-
disagreeing answers and the last one gave agree- neutral answers. For the small
sample number, giving means or medians and even mode will not be helpful in this
case. The results of the Likert scale confirm our findings in our research questions.
The overall intuitiveness of the system got a score of 1 to 3, which is reasonable as
the participants were able to handle the system and solve tasks. "Finding different
components of the class diagram was easy" also got similar results which also makes
sense as according to the sessions results, all participants completed the tasks in the
spatial representation diagram better than the textual. For "Using the keyboard for
navigation to find a specific component was helpful" also as we discussed before,
finding specific points would be more reasonable in a 1-D list like format.
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TABLE 4.2: Results of Likert scale questions, on a scale of 5, 1 being
strongly agree and 5 being strongly disagree.
Field Strongly agree Somewhat
agree
Neither
agree
nor
disagree
Somewhat
disagree
Strongly
disagree
Overall, using the
system was intu-
itive.
1 1 1 0 0
Finding different
components of
the class diagram
was easy.
1 1 1 0 0
Using the key-
board for navi-
gation to find a
specific compo-
nent was helpful.
1 0 1 1 0
TABLE 4.3: Results of open ended questions.
What did you like about the system?
Multi-dimensionality.
It allowed spatial and item by item navigation
I liked how easy it was to identify classes which were related to a class.
Also it was beneficial to hear when classes were not related such as in
the "Shopping Cart" "Order" class.
All participants gave answers to some open ended questions. Regarding what
they liked, one said “item by item navigation” the other said “how easy it was to
identify classes which were related to a class” and “you can know when classes are
not related”. Other comments that were made during the sessions are:
"easy to read and understand and can interact with these elements".
"Haven’t been easier to navigate a diagram".
"It makes it easier to navigate quickly".
"I think navigation with the arrows is a good option".
"2D-3D diagrams representation are better".
"In a list, I’ll have to check every item in the list to see if it is related to the question
or not (or to what i want), for example the relationship to customer".
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One common comment that they made was adding a tree view representation,
not a separate diagram but as a complementary addition for navigation; “Along with
this list view having the ability to jump to the respective position in the diagram
from the list view would be very helpful” said one participant. Some participants
comments were:
"Along with this list view having the ability to jump to the respective position in the
diagram from the list view would be very helpful".
"getting an overall idea about a complex diagram using the keyboard only could be
challenging, since it only allows sequential access to its items.".
A comment that also stood out and was coherent with the navigation problems
that the participants had, was about knowing information before choosing a specific
path. If the user is able to know what is coming ahead, they might choose a different
path. There is one problem with this, as mentioned also by participants, each node
already has lots of information; adding such extra information to the node would
make it huge, imagine a node having its own attribute and operations (this informa-
tion is already included) and five other classes related to it in different directions.
Another option is including this information in the pop-up message. Instead of ask-
ing the participant to choose 1 or 2, adding the class name "choose 1 for ’class name’
or 2 for ’class name’ ". Some of the comments regarding this were:
"Possibility of reviewing the names of the sub-items before accessing them".
"Entering into cells to select part of the data only".
"If the user can “open” the relation to see what they are before navigating to that
part or going to that path".
We will also mention participants’ comments regarding the popup messages
(the non-assertive alerts), even though we mentioned in the design section that this
choice was made for prototype purpose as this is a whole different area of research,
and it is not recommended for any final design.
"If it is Words to be heard without pop-up it wouldn’t matter how many times you
visit them it will be good".
"Change the dialogues to help balloons. It spares a few keystrokes and some nerves
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as well".
Would like to change: "non-intrusive alerts when you reach the limits of the dia-
gram".
4.3 Threats to Validity
Limitations of this work include evaluation limitations. The more participants for
evaluation the better. It was hard to find participants for the study, with the criteria
of a person with visual impairment and knowledge of programming. We were able
to do the study with three participants in the time of study that we had. Also the
age range was from 25 to 31, which means the results might be different with other
age groups. We can mention that we still had good amount of information and the
age of participants was balanced as they are close to college students age, and also
had some good experience working in programming.
Another threat of validity is choosing class diagrams. The results and insights
of this study might not be generalizable on all kinds of diagrams, depending on the
nature of the diagram.
Finally, having the remote study was forced on the study in this situation. To
mitigate the side effects of it, we tried to have the connection live; sharing screens
was also helpful to have the moderator be aware of everything happening with the
participant.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
In this research we have presented an exploration of a modified way of navigation
scheme for UML class diagrams. This methodology gives a new approach of dealing
with diagrams element by element, to help create a cognitive map of the diagram
by giving the spatial information of the diagram. While previous researches have
neglected this specific scheme for various reasons or was not used for reading the
diagrams, despite their acknowledgment of the need for the spatial information. We
suggested this methodology, taking in consideration many possible obstacles; we
also suggested using only computer and keyboard as this is a regular programmers’
environment, to reduce cost and make it efficient. The user would be able to use
arrow keys for navigating the diagram, and numeric keys for choosing different
paths when needed. Also rules for alternative text for different components in class
diagrams were suggested to be tested along the navigation scheme.
To evaluate this navigation scheme a prototype was built for this reason and
used in a user study. A comparative textual representation was tested a long side
the prototype instead of having time benchmarks. The results showed the ability
of users to build a cognitive map of the diagram, and perceive different connections
and relations, while it was not straight forward to reach a specific point directly. Also
it was hard for participants to perceive and find all the classes that were connected to
a class, when only textual information was given. A modification could be done by
getting strength points from the textual representation and add it to the suggested
navigation scheme that includes spatial information. This could be done by having
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a tree view for quick navigation to enter specific wanted locations in the diagram;
which could serve like a quick search for the diagram, from that point the user could
search the surroundings of that element.
5.2 Future Work
The research intends to make existing UML class diagrams accessible to program-
mers and students with visual impairments without the intervention or dependency
on sighted users. A suggested system would be to take existing UML diagram im-
ages in any form and make them accessible. To implement that, image processing
techniques could be used such as Optical character recognition (optical character
reader, OCR) for text recognition, and other techniques to detect the different ele-
ments (nodes and links) in the diagram. The result of the user study could be used
to modify the design before implementation.
More questions also needs to be answered such as, how big can the diagram be,
and still the user would be able to understand it. Other features can be added to
the design, such as counting/knowing the number of visited nodes. This will help
the user to be informed about the coverage area of the visited nodes and links when
needed. Also a good feature would be search option; where the user shall be able to
search for specific property, such as inheritance, and navigating that specific area if
needed without going through the whole diagram to reach an intended node.
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Appendix B
Recruiting Email
Hello,
My name is Silva Matti and I’m doing my masters in Software Engineering in
Rochester Institute of Technology.
For my thesis, I’m working on making class diagrams accessible for visually im-
paired developers/programmers, and your feedback for a new approach that I de-
veloped. If you have taken any object-oriented programming courses or are major-
ing in Computer Science or a related field, you are eligible.
The study will involve using a simple website designed for this purpose, and
answering some questions while recording your screen and voice only, and will be
done some time between April and May. Session might last about 60 minutes. If you
participate, your name will be entered in a raffle to win $50.00 gift card.
If you are interested, please contact me.
My Best Regards,
Silva Matti
MS student | Software Engineering
Rochester Institute of technology | NY
Email Address: sxm4161@rit.edu
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Appendix C
Recruitment Screening:
Background Questionnaire
Qualtrics on line survey :
As we mentioned before the Background Questionnaire also contains the In-
formed Consent.
https://rit.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_2bIXZ6UHZEhWD7T
Accessible UML Class Diagrams Study - Background Questionnaire / Screener
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https://rit.az1.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview 1/6
Accessible UML Class Diagrams Study - Background Questionnaire
Screener
. Please complete this survey in order to help us better understand your background and use of technology.
1. Enter your Email:
2. What is your Age?
Default Question Block
3. What is your Gender:
4. Select the option that best describes your level of vision:
Male
Female
Other
Fully sighted
Totally blind
Low vision (uses a screen reader; cannot read magnified text)
Moderate visual impairment (can read magnified text)
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https://rit.az1.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview 2/6
5. How long have you been programming?
6.
Have you ever used any object oriented programming language/technique?
7. Are you currently enrolled as a student?
8. Have you studied (or are you studying) computer science or a related field? if yes
mention what it is.
9. Have you ever needed UML class diagrams for a class/project?
No Experience
Less than one year
One to five years
Six to ten years
More than ten years
Yes
No
Not sure what is object oriented programming
Not enrolled in school
Undergraduate
Graduate
Yes
No
Not sure what is UML diagram.
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10. How do you create UML class diagrams? Mention any tools/Strategies that you use.
11. How do you read existing UML class diagrams? Mention any tools/Strategies that
you use.
12.
Specify the operating system that you use most often when you program:
13. What browser do you use most often?
14. Do you use any assistive technology when using computers? Select all that applies:
Others, please specify 
Mac
Linux
Windows
Other, please specify:
Google Chrome
Internet Explorer
Mozilla Firefox
Other, please specify:
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15.
If you use screen readers, what screen reader do you use? Select all that applies:
Block 2
Q19.
Informed Consent
INTRODUCTION
Thank you for volunteering to be a part of this research study. In this research study, we
are evaluating programmer use of prototype and its suggested representation of UML
class diagram.
WHAT IS INVOLVED IN THE STUDY?
This study will take 60 minutes to complete. You will be asked to perform tasks to
evaluate a prototype that contains multiple class diagrams and will be asked to answer
questions related to the tasks performed.  Your screen will be recorded while performing
the tasks and notes will be taken to record your opinions and actions. The information in
this study may be used with others to improve products and for educational purposes.
The investigators may stop the study or take you out of the study at any time if they
judge it is in your best interest. They may also remove you from the study for various
other reasons. This can be done without your consent. You can stop participating at any
time without loss of benefits.
RISKS
screen reader
screen magnifiers
Other, please specify:
JAWS
NVDA
Windows-eyes
ChromeVox
VoiceOver
Other, please specify:
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Risks associated with participating in this study are minimal. The risks involved are no
greater than those involved with using any website.
BENEFITS TO TAKING PART IN THE STUDY
There are no anticipated direct benefits for participating in this study. The study will be
used to help direct future research into creating more accessible UML diagrams and to
inform design of potential tool for this reason.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Your name will not be used when data from this study are published.  Every effort will be
made to keep your research records and other personal information confidential.  We will
hold as confidential your personal information (such as name and phone number) and
use it only for data analysis purposes, to link data to the subject. The only connection
between your participation in this study and the study itself will be the signed consent
form. You will be assigned a participant number. Only the participant number will be
recorded on the test instruments. No personally identifiable information will be recorded
on the test instruments nor stored within the software you use today. Participant
identities will not be made part of any published findings resulting from this study.
INCENTIVES
At the conclusion of the study, you will enter a raffle to win $50.00 gift card.
YOUR RIGHTS AS A RESEARCH PARTICIPANT
Participation in this study is voluntary. You have the right not to participate at all or to
leave the study at any time. Deciding not to participate or choosing to leave the study will
not result in any penalty or loss of benefits to which you are entitled, and it will not harm
your relationship with RIT.
CONTACT
For further questions , you may contact the researcher, Silva Matti at 5852841100 or via
e-mail at silva.hm88 @gmail.com.
Or contact Heather Foti, Associate Director of Human Subjects Research Office at RIT at (585) 475-
7673 or via e-mail at hmfsrs@rit.edu
Consent of Subject (or Legally Authorized Representative)
I did read the consent form,and By selecting the following option I'm consenting to participate in the
study
Other, please indicate if you have any reasons not to participate:
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Post Study Survey
7/6/2017 Qualtrics Survey Software
https://rit.az1.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview 1/2
Post Study Survey - Accessible UML Class Diagrams Study
Default Question Block
Please answer the following questions about your experience with exploring class diagrams on the web.
For each of the following statements, select your level of agreement on the scale that ranges from Strongly Agree to Strongly 
Disagree
What did you like about the system?
What would you like to see improved about the proposed approach to accessing the
class diagrams? Why?
   
Strongly
agree
Somewhat
agree
Neither
agree nor
disagree
Somewhat
disagree
Strongly
disagree
Overall, using the
system was intuitive   
Finding different
components of the
class diagram was
easy
  
Using the keyboard for
navigation to find a
specific component
was helpful
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Powered by Qualtrics
Do you have any suggestions that you would like to add?
Any other comments.
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